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Abstract
Most users will foresee the use of genetic sequences in the context of molecular ecology or
phylogenetic research, however, a sequence with coordinates and a timestamp is a
valuable biodiversity occurrence that is useful in a much broader context than its original
purpose. To uncover this potential, sequence-derived data need to become findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusable through generalist biodiversity data platforms.
Stimulated by the Biodiversity_Next discussions in 2019, we have worked for about 10
months to put together practical data mapping and data publishing experiences in Norway,
Australia, Sweden, and Denmark, as well as in the UNITE and the GBIF (Global
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Biodiversity Information Facility) networks. The resulting guide was put together to provide
practical instruction for mapping sequence-derived data.
Biodiversity data communities remain dominated by the macroscopic, easily detectable,
morphologically identifiable species. This is not only true for citizen science and other
forms of biodiversity popularization, but is also visible in the university and museum
department structures, financial resource allocations, biodiversity legislation, and policy
design. Recent decades of molecular advances have increased the power of genetic
methods for detecting, describing, and documenting global biodiversity. We have yet to see
the wide shift of data generating efforts from the traditional taxonomic foci of biodiversity
assesments to the more balanced and inclusive systems focusing on all functionally
important taxa and environments. These include soil, limnic and marine environments,
decomposing plants and deadwood, and all life therein. Environmental DNA data enable
recording of present and past presence of micro- and macroscopic organisms with minimal
effort and by non-invasive methods. The apparent ease of these methods requires a
cautious approach to the resulting data and their interpretation.
It remains important to define and agree on the organism recording and reporting routines
for genetic data. DNA data represent a major addition to the many ways in which GBIF and
other biodiversity data platforms index the living world. Our guide is resting on the
shoulders of those who have been developing and improving MIxS (Minimum Information
about any (x) Sequence), GGBN (Global Genome Biodiversity Network) and other data
standards. The added value of publishing sequence-derived data through non-genetic
biodiversity discovery platforms relates to spatio-temporal occurrences and sequencebased names. Reporting sequence-derived occurrences in an open and reproducible way
has a wide range of benefits: notably, it increases citability, highlights the taxa concerned in
the context of biological conservation, and contributes to taxonomic and ecological
knowledge.
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